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1. Overview of IT architecture
Background
The goal of drastically reducing green house gas emissions demands radical changes in the way we produce
and consume energy- amongst the most common energy efficiency actions which have impact on electricity
systems are e.g. energy saving lamps, heat pumps, Electric Vehicles (EV), solar panels and wind turbines.
These changes, in turn, trigger new demands on the electricity transmission and distribution grids – as an
example, the integration of Renewable Energy Sources (RESs) into electrical systems has accelerated very
rapidly during the recent decade and the trend is predicted to continue undeterred throughout the coming
decades.
A goal of paramount importance for a modern society is ensuring continuity of electricity supply. Electrical
networks are a key part of the critical infrastructure of a society and it has a major impact on supply
reliability. The clean and reliable energy of the future requires a new kind of electric infrastructure that be
capable of – not only “accepting” but also integrating and exploiting Distributed Energy Resources (DERs)
like Distributed Generation (DG), Demand Response (DR) and energy storage.
Large scale penetration of renewable DG in Medium Voltage (MV) and increasingly in Low Voltage (LV)
networks, new type of loads such as heat pumps and more pervasively in future, EVs cause troubles to the
operation of existing networks. Already today there are situations where wind power curtailment is needed to
ensure stable and secure operation of electricity network. Penetration of photo-voltaic (PV) has brought
about issues to LV networks - where the almost sole solution identified is the inefficient and expensive
network reinforcement.
The power distribution grids are undergoing fundamental changes towards more dynamic and complex
structures, due to the integration of DG, entities with dual load-generator behaviour, distributed energy
storage, new equipment and services, such as Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs) and smart meters and
demand side management. The topology of the distribution network transitioning from mostly radial to a
more meshed topology with bi-directional power flows. In this context, traditional passive distribution grids
are being transformed into future distribution grids that are active in nature. Therefore the management of
distribution networks is becoming more complex requesting a new vision of active network management.
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Distribution automation
Today all automation systems like SCADA/Distribution Management System (DMS), monitoring solutions
for secondary substations and automatic meter management work as vertical solutions – each silo’s to deal
with a specific purpose - but they do not interoperate with one another to manage the overall complexity and
the new tasks of future distribution networks.
The new scenario of distribution network requires also new functions for the operation of the distribution
networks like distribution state estimation, automatic Fault Location, Isolation and Supply Restoration
(FLISR), coordinated voltage control, power flow control, static and dynamic distribution model order
reduction to coordinate with TSOs, and the availability of stability indicators – both using models and
measurements.
Active distribution network will offer significant opportunities for the integration of DERs into distribution
network management. A very important challenge is the optimal management of the whole network with
different DG scenarios, EV and heat pump penetration levels and DR scenarios that will affect networks’ and
transformers’ loading, LV network’s voltage profile and line overloading. Integration of DERs (DG, EV,
DR, etc.) in distribution networks provides opportunities to reduce CO2 emissions, save energy, reduce
network losses, improve network monitoring and controllability, utilize existing networks more efficiently
and improve visibility of DERs to TSOs and aggregators. Active distribution network offer also a great
potential of reactive power control capabilities by means of DG power electronic inverters and/or FACTS
devices. All these devices can be controlled in a centralized or decentralized way in order to actively control
terminal voltages at the point of common coupling and improving the voltage stability of the whole
distribution network. Additionally, a proper coordinated control of the network will improve network
efficiency through voltage optimization and it will allow the widespread deployment of DG.
Both the increased penetration of RESs at the distribution level, and the lack of observability of the
distribution network are posing great challenges to Transmission System Operators (TSOs) in terms of
network control and power system security. These challenges have been acknowledged by the European
Electric Grids Initiative (EEGI) in its road map for RD&D 2010-18. The roadmap strongly endorses
increased coordination between TSOs and Distribution System Operators (DSOs) in many areas and at
different levels. The infusion of intelligence (new ICT architecture and subsystems) and IED’s in the
distribution grids can pave the way for a new and increased level of integration and interoperability across
generation, transmission, and distribution. At the DSO level, it may be possible to develop functions that
provide key static and dynamic measurement observability and summary information to power system
operators to enhance their operational security. These functions will allow the TSO to have visibility beyond
its operational domain, and in turn, allow TSOs to quickly adapt to changes in the DSO (such as those posed
by DG, EV, DR, etc.). As a result, these new DSO functions can help the TSO to improve network
controllability and guaranty continuity of supply.
Improved integration of small-scale prosumers into electricity market requires also enhanced information
exchange between prosumers and market players. DSO’s IT and automation systems may provide required
information for market operation. The role of aggregator is also very important to provide ancillary services
for market players to manage energy balance, for TSOs to regulate frequency and to maintain security during
normal situations and disturbances, and for DSOs to secure continuity and quality of service.
Active network management is based on distribution network automation and DERs. Distribution network
automation includes whole chain of electricity network management starting from control centre information
systems, substation automation, secondary substation automation and ending to customer interface (smart
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meters and home energy management systems). Distribution automation is utilized to supervise network
state, control network breakers and switches, coordinate settings of IEDs, and monitor and control secondary
substations, DERs and end-customers. It should also merge information from/to all actors interfaced to the
distribution system, including TSO, energy retailers, aggregators, local communities.
The system might be develop based on existing automation systems, like SCADA/DMS, substation
automation, secondary substation automation, deep in distribution networks in order to monitor the whole
distribution network and to control DERs using control center management systems, aggregator and
decentralized equipment like smart meters and home energy management systems.
Small scale DERs do not fall under direct supervision and control of DSO’s. DSO’s usually acquire services
from aggregators to monitor and control DERs. The concept of active distribution network dynamically
integrates end-use energy services with real time network operations and – in so doing will enable networkfriendly energy services, as ancillary services for TSO’s and spearhead market participation of DERs through
Aggregators. Measurement data and controls may be aggregated at different levels, to integrate numerous
measurement points and DERs, also partly decentralizing the monitoring and decision making process thus
managing the fast changing conditions. The automation concept revolves around three design points:
1. Hierarchical control architecture in distribution network automation,
2. Virtualization and aggregation of DERs via aggregator and
3. Large scale utilization of DERs in network management.

Design of active distribution network
Active networks apply a design principle where network scaling is based on network loading conditions but
also availability of DERs for network management. Network loading conditions and availability of DERs
may be estimated statistically based on statistical behaviour of consumption and production customers.
Intelligent DERs control can prevent extreme loading conditions that are posing tough challenges to
electricity networks. This drives improved quality of the electricity supply; reduced capital investments in
electricity networks capacity – often required to manage grid anomalies and peaks. Active networks will be
planned and designed – increasingly - on energy demand not solely on static hosting capacity parameters.
Also the role of network will change towards balancing source for independent energy communities which
import and export electricity based up on electricity supply and demand variations. Active network can
forecast these variations and hold DERs under designated limits to keep the network in check.

Concept of active distribution network
The concept of active distribution network is visualized in Figure 1 from distribution automation and DSO’s
control centre IT system viewpoints. The utilization of DERs and outsourced services in distribution network
management requires improved integration of these resources to DSO’s automation and IT systems.
Distribution automation for example might include more distributed functionalities and existing systems like
SCADA, smart metering and power quality monitoring will be merged together to utilize the same ICT
system. Therefore the architecture of distribution automation has been changed to include ideas from
distributed or decentralized systems.
Secondly the most efficient way in terms of costs to provide DR services to all electricity system partners
(TSO, DSO, energy retailer and balance responsible partner) is to virtualize and merge these resources via an
aggregator system. It is really important to minimize the ICT cost of DR services in order to make profit of
it. On the other hand the aggregator system provides opportunity to maximize the use of DERs for several
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services needed by partners. The service request of DR services from DSO might be very few and therefore
service provider needs to find also other partners to share high initial cost of aggregator system and HEMS.
Other outsourced services like fault repairing and maintenance work require also tight integration to DSO’s
control centre IT systems. Field crews need information about work orders and outage alarms to start
working in the field. They might also need information about network topology and switching state, fault
location, estimation of repair need, etc. After finalizing the work order information and documentation about
repair and maintenance work should be sent to DSO’s system.
In this concept aggregator is a service provider and can be treated in different ways. This kind of flexibility is
needed because of different kind of electricity market settings and rules. The most typical way to implement
aggregator is to understand it as a role of electricity retailer or balance responsible partner. Another option is
to view the aggregator as an information broker who contracts with DERs and sells the flexibility of DERs to
all interested actors like DSO, TSO and electricity market participants.
From DSO’s viewpoint aggregator provides aggregated information about virtualized DERs at different
levels of distribution network control hierarchy. Figure 1 presents both the distribution network control and
the aggregation layers. Aggregator may interact with DERs via a home energy management system (or
building automation system) which first aggregates information at customer site. Because the aggregator
does not know the topology of electricity network and the connection points of customers to the network,
therefore the information of DERs (location, availability and usage schedule) has to be presented on DSO’s
information and automation systems too. Every time when a new DER schedule is published, DSO will
check if such schedule is feasible from network’s viewpoint. If very many DERs at the same network area
are scheduled for certain cheap hours of day-ahead electricity market then electricity network may be
congested.
When DERs are needed more urgently for example in case of overloading of network then integration of
distribution automation system (e.g. secondary substation automation) and aggregator is needed to speed up
and automate network management functions. For these purposes direct information exchange is needed at
primary and secondary substation levels where automated network management functions utilizing DERs are
located.
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Figure 1. The concept of active distribution network.

Interoperability layers
Active distribution network consists of physical reality (electrical process) and its management system.
Figure 2 represents both of these from functional viewpoint of active network. The functional description
includes information about what and how is required to properly manage the system. However it does not
describe contractual issues and responsibilities of partners. Electrical domains include a chain of electricity
flow from generation (centralized) to consumption via transmission and distribution infrastructures. In
addition to this traditional electricity domain there exists also DERs which are distributed all over the
electrical system. The electrical domains are also presented on the hierarchical zones (process, field, station,
operation, enterprise and market) to represent interactions between domains.
From IT architecture viewpoint five interoperability layers – the component layer (electricity production,
transmission and distribution and consumption), the communication layer (data transport and control), the
information layer (data models), the function layer (use cases) and the business layer (business objectives
and regulatory framework) – are considered.
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Figure 2. Smart grid interoperability layers.

In addition to physical components like transformers and lines represented in process zone, the component
layer includes secondary devices like measurement units, protection relays, Automatic Voltage Regulator
(AVR) of on-load tap changer, AVR of DG units, STATCOM controller and power factor controller of
reactive power compensation represented in field or station zones. They get measurements from local
measurement devices and operate based on this information. This is a decentralized operation of protection
and control like they are operated today. However the locations of protection and control devices are not
limited to primary substation but they may locate along the distribution network. Some control devices like
DG or STATCOM may also locate on customer site.
The second layer is the communication layer. This should be transparent to both the component and the
information layers. Typically DSOs buy communication services from telecommunication operator. The
importance of communication layer to active distribution network may also lead to other kind of option
where DSO would like to own and manage its communication infrastructure. In addition to communication
technologies this layer considers also communication protocols focusing on application layers (layers 5 to 7
of OSI model). Information layer is needed to describe which semantic data model is used to exchange data
between two or more components. The security and dependability requirements in information exchange are
defined in functional layer (use cases) and the implementation of security and dependability is realized on
communication layer (protocols). Information layer provides a specification to describe security and
dependability requirements on general level.
Distribution management use cases may be grouped e.g. to substation automation, feeder automation,
distributed power quality control, distribution management and smart metering. Substation automation
performs automated operation at substation. These include protection, network reconfiguration and
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regulation functionalities. Substation automation provides also information for other functionalities located
e.g. in control centre including network monitoring, operation, asset management and maintenance.
Feeder automation is typically used for MV network protection and feeder reconfiguration functionalities in
fault conditions. Automation system operates components along the MV network including fault detectors,
disconnectors and circuit breakers. The same system may also be used for MV network monitoring, asset
management and maintenance.
Distributed power quality control performs automated regulation on the MV and LV networks. Regulation
controls typically reactive power resources to manage network voltage.
Distribution management performs real-time operational activities and management functionalities at control
centre level. It provides information to operators, field crew and call centre. Management functions consists
of real-time monitoring and control (SCADA), network management applications, outage management, asset
management and work force management.
Smart metering provides information for billing, network operation, customers and other market participants.
It may also be used for DR functionalities.

Figure 3. Mapping of electrical components in hierarchical zones.
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2. Smart grid requirements for IT architecture
Main objective and challenges to be solved
The main objective for future IT architecture is to develop advanced distribution network automation and IT
systems based on use case requirements of active distribution network like
monitoring and control of whole network and embedded DERs (including utilization of ancillary
services of DER and aggregator)
seamless information exchange between DSO and service companies like repair and maintenance
companies, aggregator and other outsourced services
secure information exchange with electricity market participants, TSO and customers
Main challenges to be solved are:
To address the great complexity of future control of DER
To exploit more effective the use of existing networks and resources
To fulfill the great expectations placed on the extreme reliability and power quality
To reduce the high uncertainties that exist at the customer side (heat pumps, EVs, self-generation)
To resolve the conflicts between electricity market needs and technical constraints
To resolve the security issues in multivendor and distributed environment
Conceptual development of active distribution network and active network management is the basis for the
definition and development of IT architecture. Secondly the complete understanding of DSO’s processes
utilizing IT architecture should have been defined. Use case and process descriptions might be used to gather
such information. The amount of work to describe DSO’s use cases and processes completely is huge.
However the work is worth of investment because descriptions provide understanding and opportunity to
analyse and further develop them.
Existing distribution networks and their management systems create the starting point for the IT architecture
development. Especially network infrastructure has very long lifetime and therefore fast revolutions are not
reasonable in practice. Also a complete renovation of automation and management systems are seldom seen
and therefore systems of several generations must be able to integrate together. The long lifetime requires
different approach from normal IT development – for example the APIs must be designed to be resilient to
technology changes.
The main challenge of future electricity distribution networks is the much more complex structure than
today’s passive networks have. The gathering and analysis of data of today’s networks must be developed to
manage such complex system. The number of measurement units and sensors and the frequency to read
measurements is increasing very fast. A good example is the rapid implementation of smart meters but
monitoring equipment is also added along MV feeders and substations. Similarly the number of devices
which may be controlled by DSO in MV and LV networks is also increasing. These devices are different
kind of switches (breakers and disconnectors) and controllers like automatic voltage regulator of DG unit,
DR provided by aggregator, production curtailment, etc.
The coordination of network and energy market operations together with the end customer qualifications
requires extended prognosis and analysis of electricity system in all levels. Possible conflict of DERs
participating in electricity market and distribution network technical constraints can be solved by active
network management.
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The second challenge of future distribution network management is the secure and reliable information
exchange between DSO and its partners. The information gathered and analysed by DSO should be available
for the partners in order to fully optimize complete processes. Also the information created by partners
should be fed back to DSO. Technology and principles of information exchange are not domain specific but
the content of information and interface descriptions require domain specific knowledge.

Automation requirements
Information systems used in the electricity distribution sector are nowadays facing ever growing problems as
the amount of data and the number of information systems is substantially increasing. These problems can be
seen as increased IT maintenance costs, burdensome and expensive integration projects and different kind of
errors (e.g. incorrect customer billing) initiated from information systems. To avoid these problems, the information systems used in active distribution networks should be able to meet requirements common for
modern information systems and also the requirements initiating from the active nature of the next
generation distribution networks.
Modern information systems used in any branch of industry should be open, expandable, modular, scalable
and reliable. They should also offer sufficient performance and usability as well as industrial level
information security. There features guarantee that the information systems can be used effectively under
different circumstances and that they can adapt quickly to changes occurring in the business.
Openness means that the data transfer interfaces are accurately documented and the documentation is
available for the users of the interfaces. Expandable system is a system which can be modified by adding
new pieces of software to it without the need of reprogramming the core of the system. Expandability is
tightly related to modular program structure which means that the system consists of separate components
that can be replaced or reused in other systems. Long lifecycle of automation requires reuse, expendability
and flexibility offered by component and service oriented architectures. Scalable system is a system which
offers (or can be easily upgraded to offer) good performance even if the data or user amounts multiply.
Information systems with good usability improve the efficiency of the employees and thus the efficiency of
the company. Information security is one of the most important features of modern information systems.
Security can be improved by well planned firewall segmentation, information security training of the staff
and careful architectural planning.

Standard interfaces
Nowadays interfaces between information systems used in DSOs are company and product specific solutions
customized directly between two information systems. This kind of integration strategy requires data
conversions in each interface because there is no standard interfaces and information model in use. As a
result, the system architecture becomes complex and difficult to maintain. Standard interfaces are an efficient
method to integrate complex IT systems.
In the future the information systems used in distribution network companies should be integrated using
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) as a planning method, Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) as an integration
technology and IEC 61970 and IEC 61968 as an interface and information model standard.
The essential principle of SOA is to implement information system functions as services which are available
for all parties and applications that need them. These services can be owned and maintained by different
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parties and they should be available regardless of the computer hardware, operation system, programming
language and communication line used. In SOA the information systems are integrated by using loosely
coupled connections which means that the information systems’ dependency on each other is minimized. The
ultimate goal of SOA is to improve the interaction between information systems and business processes and
thus improve the automation and adaptability of business processes.
ESB is a technology that can be used to implement SOA. ESB is based on Web technologies such eXtensible
Markup Language (XML) and Web Services (WS) which makes it compatible with different devices,
operating systems and programming languages. Use of XML is not mandatory for SOA although it is
commonly applied. There might be needed other techniques than XML like binary information excahnge to
perform with requirements of real-time applications. ESB is also distributed by its nature as it offers its core
services such as message mediation, data transformations, routing, business process modelling and
automation, and control of information security as separate service components that can be deployed where
needed and changed if necessary. The basic architectural differences between the current “point-to-point”
integration practice and standards-based SOA that utilises ESB is shown in Figure 2. Compared to “point-topoint” integration, ESB is more complex system and its commissioning requires more time, but it’s also
easier to maintain and it offers better expandability which are important features when the number of the
information systems increases.
Information
system

Information
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Information
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Information
system

Information
system

Information
system

Standard interface

Standard interface

Standard interface

Information
system

Information
system

Information
system
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Figure 2. Integration strategy needs to be changed from “point-to-point” to standards-based SOA.

The most promising candidate for the standard interfaces and information model is known as CIM (Common
Information Model). The CIM consists of two IEC standards (IEC 61970 & IEC 61968 [iec b, iec c]) which
are still partly under development. The core of the information model is specified in IEC 61970-301 and the
extensions to the model needed in distribution networks are specified in IEC 61968-11. The interfaces for
different business processes used in distribution network companies are specified in parts 3-10 of IEC 61968.
Other suitable standard protocols are IEC 61850 to integrate distribution automation on field and
DLMS/COSEM to communicate with smart meters. There has also started a harmonization process of IEC
61850 and CIM in order to standardize data mapping between these standards. IEC 61850 provides
horizontal and vertical interoperability within distribution automation which is required to monitor whole
distribution network almost in real time and to control DERs using control centre management systems,
aggregator and decentralized automation equipment’s.
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The most significant benefits gained from the utilization of open standard interfaces and new system
architecture are the reduction of the total amount of interfaces, the acceleration of the commissioning of new
information systems and business functions and the clarification of the communication between network
companies and service providers. All these things reduce the maintenance costs of information systems and
improve company’s ability to react to changes in business processes and business environment. Other useful
benefits include maintaining information only in one place, real-time data management, getting rid of
unnecessary manual work and better exploitation rate of information systems. In addition, usage of interface
and information model standards and Web Services ease outsourcing and usage of software rental services.
Possible drawbacks related to change of IT architecture include risk of having difficulties in implementation
of new technology that can result in increased project costs, risk of resistance to change by personnel, need
for company specific extensions to standards as the standards cannot be made to cover all the details needed
in every company, and increased system complexity. The risks can be minimized by following a roadmap
that includes best practices of SOA implementation. What comes to standard extensions and system
complexity, these drawbacks are outweighed by the advantages when the number of information systems to
be integrated becomes large.

Modularity
In above described architecture databases, software applications and user interfaces are separated from each
other which give possibilities to create task specific user interfaces. User interfaces can also combine
services from a number of different information systems and applications. This is useful for example in
control centers where it can be used to unify the functionality of SCADA and DMS into one unified user
interface.
With standardized interfaces and integration architecture based on distributed services, the currently used
large information systems could be replaced and complemented with separate compact applications. This
would increase the competition between the information system vendors and make it easier for smaller
vendors to get new software products to the market. As a result, DNOs could choose and buy group of
inexpensive and generic task specific software applications that best suit their needs instead of large tailored
information systems.

Information updating
One of the advantages what ESB provides for DSO’s IT systems is information updating. Once information
has stored to the system, it is available for all who requires it. This reduces the risk that information used by
one system is not updated. Also manual work to supply the same information to all systems using it will be
reduced. ESB architecture provides also possibility to use single giant data warehouse or multiple databases,
because ESB collect all necessary information requested by an application. Another possibility is that all
applications have their own databases or they share the same databases which are updated by publishsubscribe type information exchange.
Replication of raw data for example from substation and secondary substation automation to control centre
IT systems may also realized for asset management and network planning purposes. This kind of offline
information which may include huge amount of data may be updated with longer delays or utilizing available
communication capacity when ever available. However it is important to realize different real-time
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requirements of information updating e.g. in terms of communication latency. Hierarchical levels could be
like alarms, monitoring and control data, management data, static information (network model or new
network plans) and offline data.
In general information is provided by electrical process via distribution automation and IT systems and via
business processes including work orders, contracts, etc. ESB provides also tools to manage who (application
or person) may update or get access to information.

Centralizing vs. Decentralizing decision making
Most distribution automation systems installed today are based on centralized intelligence, because the
information systems used in network management have traditionally been built in this way. Nevertheless, as
the number of smart meters, IEDs, etc. in distribution networks will increase to great numbers (e.g. tens or
even hundreds of millions smart meters) in the future, distributed local intelligence is becoming increasingly
important as the amount of data becomes hard to handle with centralized intelligence. In addition, some
future applications are not be possible without local intelligence, such as the intelligent charging of EVs.
Decentralized or distributed context enables DSOs to leverage the wide deployment of many points of
measurement. The impact can be huge and the whole architecture of the centralized network management
should be reviewed firstly to take into account all these new information, secondly to ensure new process
function leveraging all these information.
The other opportunity from all these new nodes of information is that they are concentrated in one point, the
MV/LV substation, which need processing function to treat them. These new installed devices in each MV
LV substation have the function to aggregate data from the smart meters and send them once processed to
the Meter Data Management System. We can imagine bringing new functions which use those data from
smart meters and also those from the substation to enable new autonomous distributed functions.
This new distributed intelligence impacts also the network management which is now linked to intelligent
systems which able to take their own decision to manage the electrical network relating to them. Thus, the
way to communicate between centralised network management and substation should change regarding the
needs of either wide (the global network) or narrow (one or several localised substations) standpoints.

Change of network management concept and IT architecture
The change from passive to active network will not happen overnight because of the extensiveness of the
existing distribution networks. The change will rather take place in suitable steps. First steps might be
relatively small like installation of stand-alone units and applications to control a DG unit. While planning
these kinds of stand-alone installations designed for the optimization of the existing network, one should also
consider the future requirements for the active network.
The active unit controls a local device based on local measurements. This could be implemented by a RTU
or similar device capable of standard SCADA communication that would be programmed to carry out
appropriate local controls and possibly reconfigured by downloading data from the main SCADA. An AVR
relay controlling an OLTC of a transformer, for example, could form an active unit. The next stage upwards
on the priority level, namely the active cell, consists of multiple active units that are controlled by an
overriding control system that is above the unit controllers. Information from the main SCADA could be
extracted to be used as an input in the local logic for broader optimization. Such a system could, for instance,
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be comprised of multiple transformers, whose AVR relays are centrally coordinated in order to optimize the
voltage profile for all customers. Eventually, active network, which is formed by a group of active cells,
would be on the top of the priority stages. This level could be used for coordinating adjacent networks, in
other words, adjusting the network for loadflow and minimizing the effect on adjacent network.
Integration of new active devices into the existing distribution automation and IT systems is an important
issue. The active network might be based on only local logic, but the most benefit of active network may
achieved by co-ordinated management of active devices. It is not possible to replace the whole automation
and IT system at once therefore active network requires continuous evolution instead of a revolution. The
integration of active devices into automation and IT systems should be based on open interfaces and
standardized protocols in order to ensure easy integration of all kind of devices and systems without
replacing the core parts of automation and IT system every time a new functionality or a new active resource
is connected to the automation and IT system.
Active distribution network is not only automation or IT project. The most important decision which DSO
should make is related to distribution network planning and operation philosophy. Should the network
capacity come from passive network elements like wires and transformers or is it possible to utilize active
resources like DG, DR or other resources in network management? How much DSO may trust third party
DERs? It is natural to trust technology and philosophy which is well known and all resources are in direct
control of operator. However this thinking might become very expensive for all participants when the
penetration of DG, EVs and other new resources will be connected in the distribution network in large
extend. The challenge is to decide the moment when e.g. a new DG connection is handled by ideas of active
network. Investments are typically high for the first installations because new interfaces, platforms, etc. are
needed. Also the need for learning new things is the highest during the first installations.
Active network is feasible already today. There is not need to wait something which solves the challenge.
The only way to get real knowledge about what active network should look like is to start working towards
it. The first step towards active distribution network does not have to be huge. The next step will tell us
more. If we wait until someone tells us what the active network should look like, we actually never start
building it. The 21th century chance to build active network will be lost because the distribution network
structures were rebuild by passive network elements and ideas.
The information system integration projects affect the operation of whole company and should therefore be
well planned. Exact guidelines about how an integration project should be done cannot be given, but certain
well-known best practices that should be used are widely available. These general best practices can be seen
as a roadmap:
1.
2.
3.
4.

All related parties should be involved in the integration process
The current IT architecture used in the company should be accurately analysed
Company wide technical and strategic guidelines for IT system integration should be set
Implement chosen integration method and technology incrementally
Don’t try to change the whole IT architecture in one project
Combination of “top-down” and “bottom-up” approaches
First identify and model business processes (“top-down”)
After that, identify individual services in the information systems (“bottom-up”)
Finally, orchestrate individual services to groups of services so that they form high-level
services matching the needs of business processes (“meet-in-the-middle”)
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5. Build interface adapters for legacy IT systems
6. Add existing information systems to new IT architecture
7. Require standard interfaces from IT system vendors for all new information systems
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